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One must ask what raie can conditionality play in influencing responses ta democratic

transitions, but refleet also as ta influencing civilians at the same time sa as ta inhibit the receni

emergence of authoritarian electaral regimes. The goal must be ta steadily transform civil conti

into democratic contrai. There is na demacracy withaut subardinatian, but there can be

subordination without demacracy. Ostensibly, externat actors wauld seek ta prarnote the shift i

the balance af pawer in favar af civilian suprenucy by strengthening civil institutions which ca

harness military expertise yet reaffirm. civilian supremacy. Isalating the military from social ar.

econamic currents can be detrimental ta demacratic stability, and in same contexts has favared

coup activity. The military must be exposed ta diverse interests and forces within a plural civil

society. This implies an interaction and ongaing dialogue between the civil and military sector.

also implies avaiding poorly conceived, top down bureaucratic military down-sizing without

appropriate consideration of the economic and social conditions ini which the reductions

including demobilizations take place.?

What may be required is further professionalization of armies, as a means of controllinI

them politically and financially--which does not necessarily imply weakening the military or

sharply cutting its budget. To the contrary, specialists have argued that dernocratization in

certain countries (Ghana or Nicaragua perhaps) will be consolidated through further

professionalization of the military and institutionalization of political command with civilian

oversight-both costly propositions. Objective contrai may mean maximizing the

professlonalism of the rnilitary since abedience to civilians is at the lieart of profrssionalism, tI

insuring civilian control. The point however shauld xiot be exaggerated, as political scientist

Samuel Huntington perhaps does, ini arguing that maximizing professionalism is best achieved

getting the military out of politics and, similarly, getting the politicians out of the military.4
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